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What?

Why?
Reading books is great, but
talking about books while
reading is even better! You're
exposing your child to more
vocabulary than what's just
on the page. 
As children get older, the
goal is to help the child
become the story teller,
while the parent takes on the
role of the listener,
question-asker, and audience. 

Tips

We all know reading to
your child is one of the

many ways children learn
language. But did you know
there is a way to create
even more opportunities

for language learning while
reading a book?

 Lift-the-flap books and
touch-and-feel book for kids
who can't focus during read-
alouds. the sensory elemnent
keeps your child engaged

Dialogic reading: Reading
beyond the words on the
page. The goal is to have a
conversation with your child
about the current page
before moving to the next
one. If your child has not
begun talking, you will take on
the role of a narrator,
helping your child soak up
some new vocabulary!

head to the next
page for two great
acronyms to help
guide your child 

         to become the 
        story teller.
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GET Help:
"How should I read to my child?"

Interactive book Activity
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What?

 

Interactive book Activity

P.E.E.R C.R.O.W.D

Prompt your child to
comment on the
book: “What are the
pigs building?”
Evaluate the
response: “That’s
right!”
Expand the response  
“…they’re building
houses!”
Repeat the prompt
“What did the pigs
build?”

Completion Question:
“I’ll huff, and I’ll
puff, and I’ll ____
Recall Question:
“Where did the pigs
go?”
Open-ended Question
“Why did the first
pig use straw?”
WH-Question: “What
did the pigs build?”
Distancing Question:
“How did the pigs
feel when the wolf
attacked?”

Example Reading Technique
using “The Three Little Pigs”

Example Reading Technique
using “The Three Little Pigs”
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